Model based clustering for tandem mass spectrum quality assessment.
Several computational methods have been proposed to assess the quality of tandem mass spectra. These methods range from supervised to unsupervised algorithms, discriminative to generative models. Unsupervised learning algorithms for tandem mass spectra are not probabilistic model based and they don't provide probabilities for spectra quality assessment. In this study, the distribution of high quality spectra and poor quality spectra are modeled by a mixture of Gaussian distributions. The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is used to estimate the parameters of the Gaussian mixture model. A spectrum is assigned to the high quality or poor quality cluster according to its posterior probability. Experiments are conducted on two datasets: ISB and TOV. The results show about 57.64% and 66.38% of poor quality spectra can be removed without losing more than 10% of high quality spectra for the two spectral datasets, respectively. This indicates clustering as an exploratory data analysis tool is valuable for the quality assessment of tandem mass spectra without using a pre-labeled training dataset.